Employee assistance professionals specialize in interviewing techniques designed to help resistant employees gain interest in the counseling process to resolve personal problems. One of these interviewing techniques is called “motivational counseling.” Both an art and science, it is a topic of extensive study within the helping professions. Most counselors understand some principles of motivational counseling, but employee assistance professionals specialize in these practice techniques. Motivational counseling and assessment techniques seek to uncover the nature of a personal problem that explains an employee’s performance issues, but also the path toward motivating the employee to resolve the problem based upon his or her healthy self-interest. Motivational counseling techniques are not always successful, of course, but their success has spurred the growth of EAPs for 30 years.

There are steps you can take to verify the authenticity of the doctor’s notes, but you should first discuss this situation with your human resources advisor. He or she will guide you in what to do based upon the extent of the absenteeism problem, past precedents the organization has established, and procedures it uses for verification of medical certifications. Several important federal laws govern medical and personal privacy, and they must be considered in the process of dealing with medical matters. You can make a supervisor referral of your employee to the EAP based upon the attendance problem. You don’t have to wait. The attendance pattern is burdensome for the organization. The EAP is also available as a consultant to you in working to resolve the attendance problem and advising on the referral process.

Although employee assistance research has historically focused on measurable factors like reduced turnover, many other types of reduced behavioral risks are afforded to companies by EAPs, and many are associated with reduced legal risk. Examples: 1) Helping supervisors follow proper procedures in managing troubled employees. 2) Guidance in constructing proper documentation. 3) Instruction in how to handle related records and maintaining confidentiality. 4) Encouraging regular performance
Since being trained by the EAP, my documentation is a lot better. Am I right?

Of my supervisor duties, the one I dislike most is confronting employees with performance problems. Defensiveness seems to be one thing I can always count on from employees. Do you have any tips on reducing defensiveness in confrontations?

My employee accuses staff of being jealous of her looks and personality, ruining her personal relationships, stealing articles of clothing from her, and sneaking inside her desk. She says the EAP advises her about how to “handle us.” Is she mentally ill?

Because defensiveness can be a potential challenge in any corrective interview, supervisors must use “tools” to make interviews less difficult. These tools are associated with language and attitude. For example, one helpful tip is called the “help me understand” approach. Use “help me understand” statements to set a positive, non-threatening tone when confronting employees. Example: “Help me understand what to conclude when you commit to telling the truth about filing your activity reports and then we identify serious discrepancies.” Your attitude toward the employee is also an important tool. If you are convinced a confrontation will fail to produce a positive result, it will show from the moment you speak. An employee should never be able to tell from your attitude that you have lost faith in his or her ability to bounce back.

Although your employee’s behavior is disruptive, it is not possible to make a diagnosis solely with the information you have provided. You should document her conduct and performance issues, decide upon corrective measures, and make a supervisor referral to the EAP. Your employee told you she is using the EAP as an advisor, but you should disregard this information. A supervisor referral now will prompt the EAP to obtain a release to verify attendance and follow-through with its recommendations. The employee management issue you face is not unusual for EAPs. If the EAP is working with your employee, information you provide will aid it greatly in assisting her because the employee assistance professional will finally obtain the other half of the assessment picture.

EAP supervisory training classes are available at nine locations in September. Reserve your spot now by contacting your training officer or calling 615-741-8643.